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Best Practice Tips for Online Therapy with Children and Teens 
 
Know the teletherapy laws and regulations: Be familiar with the teletherapy laws and 
regulations that are outlined by your professional licensing body.   

Use a HIPAA/PIPEDA/GDPR/(or equivalent) - compliant platform: Appropriate 
teletherapy platforms offer end-to-end encryption, secure logins, and personal health 
information protections. 
 
Ensure a secure, private internet connection: Public wifi connections are not secure. 
Using a secure, password-protected wireless connection is best practice for maintaining safe, 
confidential communications with clients. Turn off virtual assistant devises such as Alexa and 
Google that are nearby as this these devices may present a privacy concern. As well, use a 
private browser: Search history often prepopulates, which might reveal some of the 
therapeutic content from another session or from your personal search history. Private 
browsing or incognito mode further protects client confidentiality and your privacy. 
 
Use the right equipment: Ensure you have a device with a high-res external web-cam, and 
high-quality video resolution and sound. Ensure both your camera and the client’s camera is 
positioned for direct eye contact. 
 
Establish a backup plan for tech issues and interruptions: Unexpected events happen 
during teletherapy sessions. Develop and review with your client a plan that spells out what 
will happen if you lose internet connection or have other tech-related problems. Have a ready-
to-use alternate platform in case you run into problems with your main platform. 
 
Create a conducive, child-friendly teletherapy environment: Find a comfortable, quiet, 
private space. Have a background that is engaging for children. Position yourself in a well-lit 
area. The primary source of light in the room should always be in front of you, shining on 
your face, not coming from behind you, which will make your face appear in shadow.  
 
Schedule regular breaks and self-care: When you’re seeing clients remotely, it can be 
tempting to schedule sessions close together. Give yourself ample time between clients to 
move around. Incorporate self-care into your daily schedule.  
 
Apply clinical skills: The clinical skills you utilize during in-person sessions still apply to 
online sessions. However, you need to be extra vigilant to ensure you are empathically 
attuned throughout the entire online session. Communicate warmth and therapeutic presence 
via non-verbal communication such as your facial expression, eye contact, voice tone, and 
playfulness. Other commonly used clinical skills include reflecting feelings, reflecting non-
verbal communication, setting limits, and asking open-ended exploratory questions.  
 
Meet virtually with the child’s caregiver prior to your initial teleplay session: Prior to 
initiating online therapy with the child, first meet with their caregiver to discuss ways to 
optimize the sessions. Discuss the following: Risks and benefits of online therapy; Technical 
requirements; Optimal meeting space with few distractions; Caregiver involvement; Materials 
needed for the sessions. Find out the device the client will be using i.e., laptop, cell phone, 
and if they have a camera. Discuss what to do if the child wants to end early, needs the 
bathroom, is dysregulating, technical problems arise. Ensure necessary consent forms are 
signed. If the caregiver cannot sign consent forms and send back to you, then have them sign 
and hold up to their screen and take a screenshot, and document that you did this.  
 
Set a playful tone: When conducting online therapy with children, an added element to 
consider is creating a level of playfulness i.e., wear a wacky hat, hold a puppet, have a child-
friendly backdrop.  



Confirm the client’s location and contact details: At the beginning of each session, 
confirm the client’s address, phone number, and who else is in the home, in case of 
emergency. Also confirm the parent/caregiver's in case they are not home.  It is also 
important to attest the client’s location to ensure that they are located within your licensing 
jurisdiction at the time of services. 
 
Structure the initial online session with the child: Begin with an opening statement that 
conveys warmth and interest in the child. Explain your role and how the session will go. 
Review connection and sound issues and the plan in case either of you experience technical 
problems. Briefly discuss rules such as stay within camera view, do not touch volume controls, 
etc.  
 
Build rapport in the initial online session, then re-engage in subsequent sessions: It 
is essential to establish and maintain a safe therapeutic environment for online sessions. 
Communicating warmth and empathy are core rapport-building skills. Children might feel 
more at ease bringing a comfort object to the online session such as a stuffed animal. 
Activities that facilitate rapport-building can be integrated into the initial session, and then 
each subsequent session can begin with a quick activity to re-engage the client. (See the 
article: Creative Interventions for Online Therapy with Children: Techniques to Build Rapport 
by Liana Lowenstein at www.lianalowenstein.com)  
  
Remain attuned to non-verbal communication: Online sessions require heightened 
attunement to the client’s non-verbal communication. Be especially observant of the child’s 
facial expression, voice tone, and fidgeting. 
 
Select appropriate activities: One size does not fit all—utilize online- appropriate activities 
that fit the client’s capabilities, treatment needs, and interests. Consider the client’s level of 
engagement in therapy and degree of defensiveness before implementing activities that are 
more emotionally intense. Have several back-up activities on hand in case the client is not 
engaging in the planned activities. Notify the caregiver of any required materials well in 
advance of the online session, or provide for them in advance (i.e., therapy session kit). 
 
Check-in with the client: Begin each online session with an engaging check-in activity to 
assess how the client is doing. For example, download a Feeling Chart to your desktop, then 
share your screen and ask the child to choose two feelings that best describe their week.  
  
Bring proper closure to each session: Have a clock within view as your platform may not 
show the correct time. Give a 5-minute time warning prior to ending the session. Plan an 
appropriate closing activity or goodbye ritual. Consider how the child will be “handed off” to 
their caregiver at the end.  
 
Help the child regulate: Many children struggle to self-regulate during online sessions. It is 
recommended to begin each online session with a short, engaging activity that will help the 
child self-calm. There are a wide-variety of creative calming activities for therapists to access 
in books, on YouTube, etc.    
 
Integrate short, active breaks: Children will not be able to sit still for long periods of time 
during online sessions. Initiate short, fun, active breaks throughout the session. For ideas, 
search the internet for Brain Breaks, dance breaks, and other therapeutic activities that 
activate gross motor skills. 
 
Conduct mini sessions: Some children will do better with shorter sessions. Much can be 
accomplished, even during a fifteen minute online session.   
 
 



Be mindful of race-based experiences: The youth of color deal with indirect and direct 
negative race-based experiences. This can be from encounters with racism, prejudice, and 
discrimination to witnessing acts of violence towards people of color on social media. It is 
important to be mindful of events happening outside the clinical session that could affect the 
child's interaction or mood in telehealth sessions.  
 
Provide resources: Give parents tips and send them handouts to make them feel that you 
are a helpful resource. These handouts can be related to the treatment goals you are 
addressing with the child.   
 
Seek clinical consultation: Seek out appropriate guidance and support from a therapist 
with expertise in online therapy, particularly when using unfamiliar mediums. 
 
 

 
Books, Articles, and Training Videos 

 
Dr. Rachel Altvater: Introduction to Tele-Play Therapy:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmZJdC0eTbc&t=5s 
 
Simple Practice Learning Webinar: Telehealth: Legal and Ethical Issues: 
https://www.simplepracticelearning.com/courses/telehealth-legal-
ethical?fbclid=IwAR1dIIdDrA9J8sb_lsnIQQHO10fiSMxxazW3tV4khkiMIJDouGEujH30lVI 
 
If Tech Gets Glitchy: 
https://personcenteredtech.com/2016/05/27/online-therapy-video-sessions-go-glitchy-tips/ 
 
Association for Play Therapy Best Practices for Telemental Health: 
ŚƚƚƉƐ͗ͬͬĐĚŶ͘ǇŵĂǁƐ͘ĐŽŵͬǁǁǁ͘ĂϰƉƚ͘ŽƌŐͬƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞͬƌĞƐŵŐƌͬƉƵďůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐͬĂƉƚͺďĞƐƚͺƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐͺͲͺũƵŶĞͺϮϬ͘ƉĚĨ�
 
Digital Play Therapy (Book by Jessica Stone):  
https://amzn.to/3kyqeax 
 
 
Special thanks to those who contributed to this document: Liana Lowenstein, Rachel Altvater, 
April Duncan, and Jessica Stone.  
 

Guidelines for Selecting Play and Expressive Arts Techniques

for Online Therapy 

• Online-friendly 

• Engaging

• Can be completed in under 15 minutes (if longer than intersperse with fun movement activities) 

• Requires minimal or easy to get materials 

• Appropriate to client’s treatment needs 

• Appropriate to the skill level of the client 

• Appropriate to stage of therapy

Liana Lowenstein, MSW, RSW, CPT-S - Introduction
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Bio - https://www.robertjasongrant.com/about-dr-grant/  

Website – www.autplaytherapy.com  

https://www.robertjasongrant.com/about-dr-grant/
http://www.autplaytherapy.com
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Feelings Buddy

https://youtu.be/OEL2Z-OEmXU

Learn how to create your own  Feelings Buddy!

Click Here

https://youtu.be/OEL2Z-OEmXU
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b

7LWOH�:  

Virtual Feelings Thumball Activityb
b

7DUJHW�  

Ages 8+b

*RDOV�:  

Ɣ Strengthen Emotional Literacyb
Ɣ Foster Self Compassion and Empathy for Othersb
Ɣ Support Emotional Expressionb
Ɣ Increase Somatic Awarenessb
b

0DWHULDOV �:  

Virtual Feelings Thumballs Screen Share (See Accompanying PDF to use as a screenb
share)b
b

'HVFULSWLRQ �:   

Emotional literacy, understanding emotions, is an important part of development. Theb
capacity to identify the emotions, link personal or known experiences, and locateb
associated somatic sensations in the body greatly supports emotional regulation. �Priorb
to engaging in this virtual feelings thumball activity, a secure and predictableb
relationship between child and therapist needs to be established to foster a felt senseb
of safety.  �This activity can be used at various depths depending on the state andb
circumstances of the client. If the client presents with a compromised capacity to selfb
soothe, this activity should be postponed until capacity to effectively engageb
self-soothing is attained.  Naming emotions through feeling words, describing a timeb
when the respective emotion was felt, and bringing awareness to the felt sense ofb
emotions can foster c�larity and afford one with a deeper understanding of self andb
others. This activity greatly supports empathy as it brings awareness to experiences ofb
self and others.  �It’s important to remember, emotional processing can sometimes leadb
to abreaction depending on the client’s trauma history.  For this reason, it is crucial forb
clinicians to only choose directives based on a clinical determination of the client'sb

Jackie Flynn, Eds, LMHC-S, RPT 
Virtual Feelings Thuumball Activity
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affect regulation capacity in regard to knowledge of the client to ensure actionsb
support the client's treatment goals.b
b

For use in telehealth sessions, the steps are as follows: 

Ɣ Display the Feelings Thumball Activity on the Screenb
Ɣ Verbally Describe the Process, “For this game, we’ll be taking turns. When it’sb

our turn, we hold our right thumb up, close our eyes, then randomly place it onb
the screen without looking [Clinician demonstrates eyes closed, thumb held up,b
and placing thumb on the screen]. Then we open up our eyes to see whatb
feeling word we landed on. At that point, we have choices. We can choose tob
explore that feeling OR we can do it again 3 more times and pick one from allb
three.”b

Ɣ Depending on the treatment goal (emotional literacy, processing, etc…) theb
clinician will specify directives such as “Let’s talk about what that word means”,b
“When is a time that you’ve, or someone that you know has felt that feeling”,b
“What does that emotion feel like in your body?”  It’s important to read cuesb
from the client and utilize emotional containment when necessary.b

 

Exam Questions: 

b
1.) Emotional literacy is ________.b

a.) is limits a child’s capacity to connect with othersb
b.) when a child can spell all of the feeling wordsb
c.) not important until the brain if fully developed around the age 24b
d.) an unconscious representation of nutritional deficitsb
H�� 8QGHUVWDQGLQJ�(PRWLRQVb

2.) It’s important for clinicians to choose directives based on clinical judgementb
regarding emotional safety in support of treatment goals.b

D�� 7UXHb
b.) Falseb

b
b

b

b b

Jackie Flynn, EdS, LMHC-S, RPT 
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Jackie Flynn’s BIO 

-DFNLH�)O\QQ��(G�6��/0+&�6��537��is the host of Play Therapy Community Podcast andb

Members Area, as well as the annual Innovative Child Therapy Symposium. She is theb

creator of “In My Body, I Feel: a story about the felt sense of emotions” and “Animalb

Imagery:  EMDR Inner Resource Development Book”. Jackie is a Licensedb

Psychotherapist, Registered Play Therapist, Trauma Therapist, Couples Counselor,b

Education Consultant and author of children’s books. Her passion for helping childrenb

and families in a variety of settings inspired her to open a private practice group whereb

she provides caring, thoughtful counseling and therapy to individuals of all ages,b

families, couples, and groups.bb

 
Supporting Article: 

b
Senko, K., & Bethany, H. (2019). PLAY THERAPY: An Illustrative Case. �,QQRYDWLRQV�LQ�FOLQLFDO�
QHXURVFLHQFH �, ����(5-6), 38–40.b
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Bio:

Jamie Lynn Langley, LCSW, RPT-S is a child and family therapist in Smyrna, TN. She currently 

serves as the president of the Tennessee Association for Play Therapy. Jamie primarily utilizes play 

therapy in her clinical practice; often including creative interventions that incorporate expressive 

arts, sandtray, puppetry and/or nature. She enjoys presenting and writing about play therapy, as 

well as teaching as an Adjunct Professor at Middle Tennessee State University.  Jamie has adapt-

ed several of her nature-based activities for tele-health. 

Rationale for NaturePlay Therapeutic Activities

Children need nature but often do not have access, ability, and/or 

availability.  As children and adolescents continue to increase their 

screen time, concerns about their physical and mental health have 

likewise increased.  Richard Louv described this lack of nature paired 

Ü�Ì��Ì�i�`iV���i�����i�Ì>��>�`�i��Ì���>��Üi���iÃÃ�>Ã�º >ÌÕÀi��iw-
V�Ì���Ã�À`iÀ°»��i�wÀÃÌ�«ÕL��Ã�i`�Ì��Ã�>Ã���Ài�>Ã�>�V>���Ì��>VÌ���������Ã�
ground-breaking book “Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children 

vÀ��� >ÌÕÀi��iwV�Ì���Ã�À`iÀ»����Óääx°��

As the COVID-19 pandemic has extended into many months, and soon to be a year, today’s youth 

are utilizing screens more than ever. As such it even more imperative for children and adolescents 

to have time away from the screen.  Parents are encouraged to trade the increased screen time 

for “green time”, but often need assistance in learning ways to do so. NaturePlay therapeutic 

activities can be introduced in person, either indoors or outside, as well as over telehealth. 

Materials Needed

- NaturePlay Kit

Clients are encouraged to put together a kit with items needed for exploration and play in nature.  

/�iÃi���V�Õ`i�Ì���}Ã�ÃÕV��>Ã�>��>}��vÞ��}�}�>ÃÃ]�L���VÕ�>ÀÃ]���ÃiVÌ��iÌ]�V��«>ÃÃ]�y>Ã���}�Ì]�>�`�>�
small shovel.  Item such as insect repellent, sunglasses, a hat, and suntan lotion can be added at 

parental discretion. Having these items in a drawstring bag or a type of sack makes this kit and its 

contents easily available while exploring in nature. 

- Nature’s Toys

Nature provides a natural play space full of “toys”- items such as sticks, stones, feathers, shells, 

>V�À�Ã]�y�ÜiÀÃ]�L�>`iÃ��v�}À>ÃÃ]�«��iV��iÃ�>�`���Ài°�/�iÃi�Ì�ÞÃ�V>��Li�}>Ì�iÀi`�v�À���V�ÕÃ����
in telehealth sessions, either before or during the actual sessions. Children and adolescents are 

taught about the importance to “pick up” items rather than “pick” nature items, as well as ways 

https://www.amazon.com/Last-Child-Woods-
&KLOGUHQ�1DWXUH�'HͤFLW�GS����������;

Jamie Lynn Langley, LCSW, RPT-S 
NaturePlay Therapeutic Activites over Telehealth



to return items that are not used or no longer needed back to their environment once the ac-

tivity is completed. This gathering can also be part of a “nature scavenger hunt” where the 

therapist designates a list of various objects to be selected.  This gathering of items can also 

be a mindfulness activity for clients, as they will be touching items gathered, and this is often a 

}À�Õ�`��}�iÝ«iÀ�i�Vi°�/��Ã�V>���vÌi��ÃiÌ�Ì�i�ÃÌ>}i�v�À�`ii«iÀ�>�`���Ài�ÀiyiVÌ�Ûi�«�>Þ°�

Ethical and Clinical Considerations

Therapists should review an informed consent with parents and caregivers before having a child 

}���ÕÌÃ�`i�>Ã�«>ÀÌ��v�Ì�iÃi�>VÌ�Û�Ì�iÃ°�/�iÃi�V��Ã�`iÀ>Ì���Ã���V�Õ`i��ÕÌ�����}�����ÌÃ��v�V��w`i�-

tiality and risk, as well as needed attire for weather if going outside, and making sure an adult is 

nearby if needed. 

NaturePlay Therapeutic Activities

Loose Parts Play (Ages 3 – 12)

Once nature’s items have been gathered by the child or teen, they can be shared with the ther-

apist over the screen. One of the best creative ways to begin is to invite the client to see what 

they can make out of the items they have gathered.  This type of play is common in England, 

Canada and Australia. I like to describe them as like “nature’s LEGO®s”, in that they can be put 

together to create and build all types of things.  This type of NaturePlay is unstructured and non-

directive, and the client can choose to have the therapist watch as they make creations, or share 

following their creating.  

The therapeutic goals are that the client can structure their own play, inviting several Therapeutic 

Powers of Play (Schaefer & Drewes, 2014) including creative problem solving, positive emotions, 

self-regulation, and self-esteem, among others. 

Expressive Arts (all ages)

These gathered items can also be utilized in visual art creations. One example is leaf rubbing 

where a leaf or leaves are placed under paper and crayons rub their images in the paper. Leaves 

and twigs can also be placed or even glued on paper to create all types of images, including 

feeling faces as well as animals or people. These items can also be combined to form stick 

people, nature dolls and puppets, as well as various creatures.  Having clay or playdough (home-

made recipes are available) often helps connect the items for this type of creative play. 

It is often more helpful for the therapeutic relationship when the therapist has similar nature 

items to play along with the child over a screen in a parallel type of play.  Therapist creations can 

also be shared when needed. 

The therapeutic goals with these activities will often depend on the way the activity is utilized.  

For example, if a child makes feeling faces, then a therapist could do directive activities such as 

vii���}��`i�Ì�wV>Ì���]�V�«��}�>�`��>�>}i�i�Ì°����Ì��Ã�V>Ãi�Ì�i�/�iÀ>«iÕÌ�V�*�ÜiÀÃ��v�*�>Þ�V�Õ�`�
include direct teaching, creative problem-solving, therapeutic relationship and more. 

Another possible method of playing would be if the child made nature dolls or puppets and 

explored a narrative or story-telling method of play, which could be non-directive if the child 

«�>Þi`�Ì��Ã�Ü>Þ����Ì�i�À��Ü�]��À�`�ÀiVÌ�Ûi��v�Ã«iV�wV�ÃÕ}}iÃÌ���Ã�v�À�ÃÌ�À�iÃ�>Ài��>`i�LÞ�Ì�i�
therapist. The child and therapist could play out stories together over the screen. In these type 

of play scenarios, various Therapeutic Powers of Play could be involved including therapeutic 

relationship, positive emotions, creative problem-solving, self-esteem, self-regulation and even 

stress management, catharsis and abreaction. 



I have also used the ability to make creatures out of nature items in a variety of ways.  One 

such intervention includes making “comfort critters” with clay and nature items.  These may be 

things they are afraid of, such as insects, to make them more manageable via a type of expo-

sure and explorative play. Or they could be comforting as a creature to accompany them as 

they do homework or transition to a different home, etc. Another possibility is to have these 

as nature monsters- where in all types of monster activities can be introduced- such as worry 

monsters, angry monsters, and feeling monsters. These types of play could invite creative prob-

lem-solving, counter-conditioning fears, resiliency, self-esteem, attachment, and catharsis. 

Ƃ�w�>��iÝ«ÀiÃÃ�Ûi�>ÀÌ�>VÌ�Û�ÌÞ�ÕÃ��}��>ÌÕÀi��Ã�Ì�i�VÀi>Ì�����v�>��>ÌÕÀi��>�`>�>°��Ƃ}>��]�Ì��Ã�V>��
be done outside or indoors, as well as over telehealth. A mandala is a circle with a center, 

���Ü��>Ã�>�L��`Õ°���Ã�>Ài�«�VÌÕÀiÃ��v��>�`>�>Ã�v�Õ�`�����>ÌÕÀi]�ÃÕV��>Ã�Ã�i��Ã]�y�ÜiÀÃ]�Ã«�`iÀ-
ÜiLÃ�>�`���Ài��>�}�iÞ]�Óä£�®°��/�i�V��i�Ì��Ã�Ì�i��`�ÀiVÌi`�Ì��V���Ãi�Ì�i�À�Vi�ÌiÀ�wÀÃÌ�>�`�Ì�i��
use remaining nature items to create their mandala.  They can share their creation over the 

screen or take a picture to be sent to the therapist. This activity has a mindfulness quality for 

self-regulation, as well as including creative problem-solving, self-esteem and positive emo-

tions. 

Games (all ages)

Many traditional games can be adapted to include nature, including over telehealth.  An easy 

example is tic-tac-toe where nature items such as sticks can make the lines and then stones, 

y�ÜiÀÃ]�Ã�i��Ã]�>V�À�Ã]��À��Ì�iÀ��Ìi�Ã�V>��Li�Ãi�iVÌi`�>Ã�Ì�i�ºÝ½Ã�>�`��½Ã°»��/��Ã�ÌÀ>�Ã�>ÌiÃ���Ì��
play to achieve rapport and trust building in the context of the therapeutic relationship as well 

as self-esteem, self-regulation, social competence and creative problem-solving.    

Often games can be used to increase memory and focus.  One way to do this is to choose sev-

eral nature objects and share for about a minute with the client.  Then they have a set amount 

of time to gather those items or choose from items they have already gathered. Once they can 

correctly meet that number, those numbers can be increased.  These can also be incorporated 

as part of nature scavenger hunts as well. 

Games can also be incorporated to invite opportunities for connection.  Playing “Nature I Spy” 

with a client and parent has them relate to one another as they try to see what the other sees.  

Nature sounds can also be incorporated by playing “Do you Hear What I Hear” by identifying 

what is heard from clues by the other member. 

References: 

           Langley, J.L. (2019). Nature play therapy: When nature comes into play. Play-

ground. (Spring/Summer), 20 – 24. https://cacpt.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Play-

ground-Spring-2019.pdf 

�������������ÕÛ]�,°�Óään®°��>ÃÌ�V���`����Ì�i�Ü��`Ã\�->Û��}��ÕÀ�V���`Ài��vÀ����>ÌÕÀi�`iwV�Ì�`�Ã�À`iÀ°�
Algonquin Books.

           Schaefer, C. E., & Drewes, A. A. (2014). The therapeutic powers of play: 20 core agents 

of change (2nd ed.) Wiley.
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My Feelings Monster 
In this mindfulness activity, the focus is on creating visual representations of feelings. As more senses are engaged, 
the brain can better organize and process emotions. This activity is also helpful in assessing a child’s relationship to 
=2/3;�0//5371<���8;�/A+695/	�68<=�.;+@�<-+;B�+7.�>15B�687<=/;<�=2+=�=2/B�.3<534/	�<28@371�=2+=�=2/B�2+?/�.30D->5=B�
accepting certain feelings. If you do this activity again after integrating a regular mindfulness practice, the child’s 
attitude toward their feelings monsters may begin to soften as they feel more compassion for them.  

• Provide a wide range art supplies to choose from (e.g., markers, paint, crayons, googly eyes, paper, clay, 
B+;7	�-800//�D5=/;<	�/=-����

• Start by asking, “If your feelings were monsters, what would they be like?”  
• Wonder aloud about things like what color the monster would be or if it would have a smell or  

texture. This will encourage the child to engage their senses.  
• Invite the child to share more about their monster. There are many directions you could take  

this activity, but here are some questions that may help explore the child’s relationship to the  
monster:  

• )2+=�B8>�=2374�80�B8>;�687<=/;���/�1�	��8�B8>�534/�.3<534/�=2/�687<=/;�	�/=-����)2+=�.8�B8>�@+7=�=8��
do to the monster? (e.g., Would you like to rip it up? Invite it in for a visit? Throw it away? Lock it in a 
.;+@/;�����0�=2/�687<=/;�-8>5.�=+54	�@2+=�@8>5.�3=�<+B��)2+=�.8/<�=2/�687<=/;�7//.���

Variations 
• Have the child create a single monster that represents all of their emotions.  
• #+3;�=23<�+-=3?3=B�@3=2�=2/�$>3-4<+7.�!87<=/;�6/=+928;��91<�����
����80�=2/�!37.0>5�!87<=/;<�)8;4,884���

to explore overwhelming and mixed emotions.  
• �;/+=/�+�687<=/;�08;�/+-2�/68=387��/�1�	�@8;;B�687<=/;	�<+.�687<=/;	�2+99B�687<=/;	�/=-�����
• �;/+=/�+�687<=/;�=8�;/9;/</7=�0//5371<�+=�+�<9/-3D-�=36/��/�1�	��0�=2/;/�@+<�+�0//5371<�687<=/;��

@3=2�B8>�+=�<-2885�=8.+B	�@2+=�@8>5.�3=�,/�534/�����
• Alternatively, you can frame the monsters as different “parts of the self” and explore their  

relationships to each other.  
• “Color-your-life” is a popular technique where a child chooses a color to represent each of  

=2/3;�/68=387<�+7.�=2/7�D55<�+�9+1/�@3=2�-858;�=8�/A9;/<<�28@�6>-2�=2/B�0//5�/+-2�/68=387��*8>�-+7�
-86,37/�=23<�@3=2�+�687<=/;�.;+@371�,B�2+?371�=2/6�D55�37�=2/�,8.B�80�=2/�687<=/;�@3=2�-858;<�;/9;/</7=371�
@2+=�=2/B�+;/�0//5371��<//�91�������

• �8778;	��	���"/@	����������'2/�-858;
B8>;
530/�=/-273:>/��#5+B�=2/;+9B�=/-273:>/<	����
������
• �88.B/+;
�;8@7	�#���������';+>6+�+7.�95+B�=2/;+9B���/59371�-235.;/7�2/+5��%8>=5/.1/���

• *8>�-+7�=>;7�=23<�37=8�+�,8.B�+@+;/7/<<�+-=3?3=B�,B�+<4371�@2/;/�37�=2/�687<=/;�<�,8.B��
�+<<>6371�3=�2+<�87/��3=�0//5<�3=�<�/68=387<���

• Pom-Pom Monster: See detailed instructions on the next page.  

Lauren Stockley, LCSW, RPT-S, ECMHS, PPSC 
0\�)HHOLQJV�0RQVWHU



This craft takes 2 people to complete.  If done over tele-therapy the therapist should provide the written instructions to the 
caregiver beforehand to review and then walks the pair through the instructions as they create it.

Pom-Pom Monster



creativeplaytherapist.com

Visit Bumblebls.com/shop



April Duncan, MSW, LCSW, RPT-S
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Black kids and teens often receive direct or indirect messages regarding their worth.  These messages can be found in many forms
of media including movies, television, and music.  They can also develop through interactions and experiences with friends, family, 

or others outside of the home.  I Matter Cards were created to combat these negative messages and empower Black kids and 
teens through the use of positive affirmations.

Positive affirmations are useful for moments when clients are feeling unsure, anxious, depressed, angry, or experiencing moments
of low self-esteem. These affirmations are a reminder to clients that they matter in a world that may tell them otherwise.

IInn  tthhiiss  ddoowwnnllooaadd,,  yyoouu  wwiillll  ffiinndd  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg  1122  ppoossiittiivvee  aaffffiirrmmaattiioonnss::

�� I Matter no matter what color my skin is!
�� I�Matter�because�Black�is�beautiful!
�� I�Matter�because�I�am�loved!
�� I Matter no matter what people think of me!
�� I Matter because my voice is important and needs to be heard!
�� I�Matter�even�when�people say mean things about me!
�� I�Matter�to�those who know the real me!
�� I�Matter and deserve to be treated with respect!
�� I�Matter�and�have�an�important�gift�to�share�with�the�world!
��� I Matter and have %lack girl magic!
��� I�Matter�because�there�is�no�one�else�in�the�world like�me!
��� , Matter and have %Oack boy joy!

Additional blank cards are included in this download for customized I Matter Cards. Copies are allowed to be made as needed.
Clients can develop their own positive affirmations about why they believe they matter. 

Also within this download are 12 full page (8.5x11) posters corresponding with each of the I Matter Cards!
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Thank you for your purchase! Please read the Terms of Use before you proceed.

By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing that the contents are the property of Mylemarks LLC and BMH Connect licensed to
you as a single user. To learn more about Mylemarks’ licensing options, please visit: https://www.mylemarks.com/mylemarks-

licensing-options.html.  Mylemarks LLC and BMH Connect retain the copyright and reserve all rights to this product. 

YOU MAY: 

� Use this item with clients/students/small groups or for your own personal use and clients on your caseload only.
� Reference this product in blog posts, social media posts, at seminars, professional development workshops, or other such 

venues PROVIDED there is both credit given to Mylemarks LLC and BMH Connect and links provided to www.mylemarks.com
and https://www.bmhconnect.com/.

YOU MAY NOT: 

� Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove/attempt to remove the copyright/watermarks. 
� Extract any images from this file.  All images are copyrighted by Mylemarks LLC.
� Post this document for sale or free elsewhere on the internet or in person including making the document accessible on social

media platforms, shared drives, or additional places in which printed or digital copies can be accessed by unlicensed parties.
� Make copies of this item to share physically or electronically with others without the purchase of an additional license.  This is 

strictly forbidden and is a violation of the Terms of Use, along with copyright law.  Please direct interested parties to 
www.mylemarks.com to purchase a copy of their own.

� Obtain this product through any of the channels listed above.  

If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way experiencing a problem, please contact 
hello@mylemarks.com and we will be more than happy to help you out!
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I dress in an unique way
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Description:  I was introduced to the app Autorap by the amazing John Burr, LCSW, RPTS at a cre-

ative art workshop several years ago.  I have loved using this intervention in telehealth as well as in 

«iÀÃ���v�À�>�vÕ�]��>Õ}�ÌiÀ�w��i`���ÌiÀÛi�Ì������Ìi}À>Ì��}��>ÀÀ>Ì�Ûi�Ì�iÀ>«Þ]�«�>Þ�Ì�iÀ>«Þ]�v>���Þ�Ì�iÀ>-
py, and attachment theory.  

Supplies Needed:  Smart phone, Autorap app

Directions:
1. Invite the family to create a story, poem, or song about their healing journey in therapy.  (This 

is wonderful as a termination activity).  It can be as short or long as they like.  
2. Open up Autorap, select the music background desired by the clients, and direct your clients 

to take turns speaking into the app, with each person saying a line of their poem or story until 
every member of the family has had a turn to use their voice.

3. The app then turns their story into a rap much to the delight of the family!  This activity in-
volves lots of laughter, silliness, and fun – a wonderful way to celebrate the hard work the 
family has achieved together!

4. They family can make up a dance to go with their new song and create a family anthem and 
positive, connecting memory to celebrate their termination. 

Clair Mellenthin, MSW, LCSW, RPT-S Family Rap Intervention
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